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Abstract
The corrosion behavior of AA2024-T3/carbon-fiber-reinforced polyphenylene sulfide joints was
investigated. The joints were exposed to salt spray from one to six weeks. The residual strength of these
joints was assessed using lap shear test. The corroded surfaces and interfaces were analyzed using small
angle X-ray scattering, scanning electron microscopy, and energy dispersive spectroscopy. Regarding the
top surface of the joints, the aluminum part corroded preferably in the heat-affected zone (HAZ). It was
demonstrated that the HAZ is more susceptible to corrosion than the stir zone (SZ) due to the anodic sites
formed by coarse intermetallic particles and S’(S) phase precipitation. Besides, the macro-galvanic
coupling between the zones may also potentialize the corrosion in HAZ as the base material and SZ
displayed a lower volume fraction of S’(S) than HAZ. In addition, the corrosion at the interface of the
joints was evaluated. Four different stages in the development of corrosion at the interface were
identified. At Stage I, the joints showed fast strength degradation (0% to -24% of ultimate lap shear force
(ULSF) due to water absorption and NaCl migration into the composite. At Stage II, the strength
degradation of the joints was stalled (-24% to -28% of ULSF) due to the protection provided to the
bonding area by the reconsolidated layer of polymer at the borders of the joint. The polymeric layer acted
1

as a protective coating on the aluminum surface. At Stage III, the corrosion overcame the polymeric layer
by reaching the bonding area of the joint. As a result, the strength of the joints rapidly degraded from 28% to -44% of ULSF. Finally, at Stage IV, one expects generalized corrosion in the bonding area,
leading to the final strength degradation of the joint.
Keywords: Hybrid structure, composite, pitting, intergranular corrosion, galvanic corrosion, residual
strength
1. Introduction
The use of metal–composite hybrid structures proved to be an advantageous alternative to reduce
weight and fuel consumption of cars and aircrafts [1,2]. Owing to the high specific strength and stiffness
of composite materials, robust structures can be constructed by their combination with lightweight metal
alloys. Most famous examples of use are the A350 XWB [1] and the Boeing 787 [3], along with the new
generation of fully electric and hybrid cars of BMW (e.g. i3 and i8) [4].
Nevertheless, the cost-effectiveness of combining these hybrid materials relies also on the
challenges of joining them due to the high dissimilarity of their properties [5]. Currently, mechanical
fastening and adhesive bonding are the most common techniques for joining hybrid structures in mass
production [6]. However, limitations like stress concentration and weight penalty (for rivets or bolts) are
often related to mechanical fastening, whereas extensive surface preparation and long curing time come
along with adhesive bonding [5]. Therefore, a number of joining technologies have been developed,
focusing on mitigating such drawbacks [7–10].
Friction Spot Joining (FSpJ) is an alternative technology for joining metal–composite structures
[11]. This technology uses a non-consumable tool to generate frictional heat and plastically deform the
metallic component of the joint into the composite [12]. Three main bonding zones are found in friction
spot joints: the plastically deformed zone (PDZ), the transition zone (TZ), and the adhesion zone (AZ)
[13]. PDZ comprises the central region of the bonding area. In this zone, the main bonding mechanisms
are macro- and micro-mechanical interlocking. Macro-mechanical interlocking results from the metal
deformation into the composite, while micro-mechanical interlocking results from polymer and fiber
entrapment on the aluminum surface [13]. AZ is the outer region of the bonding area. The
softened/molten polymer displaced from the center of the joint during the joining process accumulates in
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this region [13]. The main bonding mechanism in AZ is the adhesive forces provided by the
reconsolidation of the molten polymeric material [13]. TZ, as the name implies, is the transition zone
between PDZ and AZ. This zone is characterized by the presence of air bubbles as a result of the outflow
of molten polymer during the joining process [13].
Several combinations of materials have been successfully joined using FSpJ. Goushegir et al. [14]
achieved shear strengths of 38–123 MPa for AA2024-T3 and carbon-fiber-reinforced polyphenylene
sulfide (CF-PPS) joints. Other combinations of materials, such as AA2024-T3/PPS/CF-PPS shown by
André et al. [15], AA6181-T4/CF-PPS shown by Esteves et al. [16], and AZ31-O/CF-PPS shown by
Amancio et al. [12], were successfully investigated in recent years. Despite the success in producing
friction spot joints with high mechanical performance in previous investigations, the galvanic corrosion
behavior of such joints has not yet been addressed.
The chemical composition and temperature of an environment can significantly deteriorate the
joint mechanical performance through corrosion [17]. Airplanes and cars are designed to survive diverse
environments worldwide, including marine and other corrosive atmospheres [18,19]. These structures are
also often in contact with the maintenance chemicals during their respective service lives, which can lead
to corrosion [18,19]. Additionally, the galvanic coupling of metal alloys and carbon fibers is a wellknown issue for metal–composite connections [5,20]. The carbon fibers are electrochemical noble
materials, i.e., they usually present relatively high potentials [21]. In contrast, metallic alloys typically
present more negative potential [21]. Therefore, when coupled, a significative potential difference
between metals and fiber reinforcements of composites is generated: the ASTM G82-98 galvanic series
reports values up to -1.0 V for aluminum alloys and +0.2 V for pure graphite [25]. The potential
difference between the materials acts as the driving force for the onset/acceleration of the corrosion
phenomenon in the metallic component [21].
One of the reasons for the enhanced corrosion susceptibility of metal alloys is related to the
diverse types of particles and inclusions distributed over the grains and their boundaries, which are
formed during the processing of the alloys [22,23]. Precipitates and intermetallic particles can act as local
cathodes raising the corrosion susceptibility of the adjacent areas or anodes undergoing accelerated
dissolution [24].
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Fiore et al. [26] investigated the corrosion under salt spray of AA6060-T6/CF-epoxy riveted
joints. The authors showed decreases of up to 46% in strength after 15 weeks of exposure due to
deterioration of the mechanical properties of the composite. The influence of galvanic corrosion on the
strength degradation of the joints was minimum in that study. In another work, Pan et al. [27]
demonstrated the occurrence of galvanic corrosion as a degradation mechanism of magnesium alloys
(LZ91, LZ141, and AZ31) in contact with CFRP. Similar behavior was observed by Belucci et al. [21] for
aluminum alloys (AA2024-T3 and AA7075-T6) connected with graphite-epoxy.
In the current study, the corrosion behavior of AA2024-T3/CF-PPS friction spot joints was
investigated using salt spray test. First, the influence of the joining process on the microstructure and
precipitation state of the aluminum alloy was assessed using optical microscopy and small angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS). Thus, the corrosion evolution on the top surface of the joints was described in
accordance with the microstructural zones formed due to the FSpJ process. In addition, the corrosion at
the interface of the joints was evaluated. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) were used to identify the different stages of corrosion development at the interface.
The role of each bonding zone of the joint was elucidated within the corrosion degradation process at the
interface of the joined materials. Finally, the global strength degradation of the joints was correlated with
the corrosion damage in the bonding zones.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Aluminum alloy 2024-T3
The aluminum alloy 2024-T3 was selected as the metallic part to produce the joints in the
investigation. This is a precipitation hardenable alloy with Cu and Mg as the principal alloying elements.
The addition of copper and magnesium provides high strength to the alloy through pinning of
dislocations. Copper acts through solid solution strengthening, while Mg creates precipitates by natural
aging [28]. Cu-rich intermetallic particles are also formed during the alloy processing. Figure 1 shows the
microstructure of the aluminum alloy used in this work. The intermetallic particles are observed to be
distributed in the grains and their boundaries. The precipitates and intermetallic particles act as cathodes,
raising the intergranular and exfoliation corrosion susceptibility of the adjacent areas in the alloy [24].
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Therefore, the corrosion resistance of the AA2024-T3 is generally not as good as other aluminum alloy
series (e. g. the 6XXX series) [24].

Figure 1: Microstructure of AA2024-T3 transverse to the rolling direction.
The AA2024-T3 is widely used in the aircraft industry due to its high strength and excellent
fatigue performance [23]. 2 mm-thick rolled sheets, provided by Constellium (France), were used in this
work. Table 1 presents the nominal chemical composition of the alloy. Table 2 lists selected physical and
mechanical properties of this alloy [29].
Table 1: Nominal chemical composition of AA2024-T3.
Element

Cu

Mg

Mn

Fe

Zn

Si

Ti

Cr

Al

Wt%

4.55

1.49

0.45

0.17

0.16

0.10

0.02

<0.01

Bal.

Table 2: Selected physical and mechanical properties of AA2024-T3 [29].
Tensile
Strength
(TL
direction)
[MPa]
437

Yield
Strength (TL
direction)
[MPa]

Elongation
[%]

Incipient
Melting
Temperature
[°C]

Thermal
Conductivity
[W m-1 K-1]

Coefficient
of
Thermal Expansion ,
20–300°C [µm m-1
°C-1]

299

21

502

121

24.7

2.2. Carbon-fiber-reinforced polyphenylene sulfide (CF-PPS)
Carbon-fiber-reinforced polyphenylene sulfide (CF-PPS) was selected as the composite part to
produce the joints in this work. CF-PPS retains an outstanding performance at high temperatures and is
used for several applications in aerostructures [30]. Exemplary applications are the “J-Nose” sub-frame
5

wings of Airbus A380 and the engine pylon cover of Airbus A340-500/600 [30]. This quasi-isotropic
laminate composite consists of seven carbon-fiber-fabric reinforcement plies in the [(0.90)/(±45)]3/(0.90)
sequence. In this work, a 2.17 mm-thick laminate with 43 wt% carbon fibers, produced by Tencate
(Netherlands), was used. Table 3 presents a selection of physical and mechanical properties of the CFPPS.
Table 3: Selected physical and mechanical properties of the CF-PPS [30].
Tensile
Strength
(warp/weft)
[MPa]

In-Plane Shear
Strength
[MPa]

Glass Transition
Temperature
[°C]

Melting
Temperature
[°C]

Thermal
Conductivity
[W m-1 K-1]

790/750

119

120

280

0.19

Coefficient of
Thermal
Expansion,
23–300°C
[µm m-1 °C-1]
52.2

2.3. Experimental Procedure
2.3.1. Production of the joints
Sandblasting was used on the aluminum alloy before the joining process to increase its surface
roughness and adhesion to the composite [14,31]. Alumina corundum was used as the medium (Al2O3,
average particle size: 100–150 µm). Sandblasting was performed for 10 s from a distance of 20 cm and an
incidence angle of 45° between the blasting pistol and the aluminum part. The average surface roughness
(Ra) obtained was 6.7 ± 0.4 µm.
The joints were produced in a single overlap configuration (Figure 2) to allow their mechanical
testing after the exposure to salt spray. The joining equipment RPS 200 (Harms & Wende, Germany) was
employed in this study. A non-consumable tool made of molybdenum-vanadium hot-work tool steel was
used (Figure 3-A). The sleeve-plunge variant of FSpJ was employed to produce the joints in this study.
Figure 3-B presents the steps of the FSpJ process: (a) positioning of the parts and the tool, (b) plunging of
the sleeve and plasticization of the metal part, (c) refilling of the keyhole formed by the sleeve plunging,
and (d) consolidation of the joint under pressure. For details about the FSpJ process, please refer to [12].
The joints were produced using the following joining parameters: 2900 rpm of rotational speed, 0.8 mm
of plunge depth, 8 s of joining time, and 6 kN of joining force. This combination of joining parameters
was obtained from a previous statistical optimization (design of experiments combined with analysis of
variance) to maximize the lap shear strength of the joints. The optimization study is beyond the scope of
this work and therefore will be published elsewhere.
6

The process temperature evolution was monitored with an infrared thermo-camera (Infratec,
Germany) set within the range of 150–700°C. The data acquisition frequency was 80 Hz. The
measurements were performed on the aluminum surface close to the tool.

Figure 2: Configuration and dimensions of the joints (in mm).

Figure 3: (A) Tool used in this work (dimensions in mm). (B) Steps of the FSpJ process: (a) positioning
of parts and tool, (b) plunging of the sleeve and plasticization of the metal, (c) refilling of the keyhole,
and (d) joint consolidation (Adapted from [32]).
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2.3.2. Microstructural analysis
The microstructural changes caused by the joining process were assessed using optical
microscopy. The top surface of the spot joint was polished and etched (Barker, 25 V, 90 s) to reveal the
microstructure of the aluminum after the joining process.
Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) was performed along a longitudinal line crossing the center
of the joint to investigate the size and volume fraction of the precipitates in the different microstructural
zones of the joint, as indicated in Figure 4. The scan line was 50 mm long, with a step size of 1 mm
between the measured points. The measurements were performed using X-rays with an energy of 87.1
keV. The beam had a cross-section of 0.2 mm × 0.2 mm, the distance between the sample and the
detector was 3460 mm, and a beam stop with a diameter of 1 mm was used. A Perkin-Elmer area detector
with a pixel size of 200 µm and an exposure time of 20 s was used. An empty measurement without
sample, corrected for the sample transmission, was subtracted from each image. The images were reduced
to scattering curves through azimuthal integration using the program Fit2d [33]. Scattering curves were
analyzed based on the two-phase model of particles in a homogeneous matrix. All the precipitates were
modeled as spheres. Two lognormal size distributions were used to fit the measured scattering curves
using a least squares algorithm. Interparticle interference was taken into account using the local
monodisperse approximation [34]. A constant isotropic contribution was added to the scattering of the
precipitates.

Figure 4: Schematic drawing showing the SAXS measurements on the aluminum surface of the joint.
2.3.3. Local mechanical performance
Microhardness measurements were performed at the top surface of a friction spot joint to
evaluate the influence of FSpJ on the local mechanical performance of the aluminum alloy. The indents
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were performed on half of the overlap area of the joint (25 mm x 12.5 mm), considering its symmetry.
The indentation force was 200 g and the distance between indents was 0.3 mm in agreement with the
ASTM E384-10 standard procedure.
2.3.4. Electrochemical characterization
The materials used to produce the joints were electrochemically characterized using
potentiodymic polarization. It is important to note that the electrochemical properties of the CF-PPS
varies according to the amount of exposed carbon fibers on its surface. Therefore, the measurements for
the CF-PPS were performed using a sample extracted from the PDZ of the joints to ensure a maximum
fiber exposition. For the AA2024-T3, a standard sandblasted surface was used.
The

electrochemical

measurements

were

performed

using

an

Interface

1000E

Potentiostat/galvanostat/ZRA (Gamry) embedded with a Gamry framework system. The potentiodynamic
polarization of AA2024-T3 and CF-PPS was conducted in a three-electrode system. The test sample was
the working electrode, while platinum and silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) were the counter and
reference electrodes respectively. A scan rate of 1 mV/s was employed and the measurements started after
6 minutes immersion in Eoc conditions. The potentiodynamic polarization for AA2024-T3 samples was
run from -0.2 V to 1V vs. stable Eoc (~-0,58V) and following the anodic direction, whereas for CF-PPS
the scan was over the 0.2 V to -1 V range vs. stable Eoc (~0.08V) and following the cathodic direction.
The experiments were repeated at least three times. The measurements were performed at room
temperature in a solution of 0.5 % NaCl.
2.3.5. Salt spray test
The hybrid joints were placed vertically at an angle of 30° in a salt spray chamber for one, two,
three, four, five, and six weeks. In accordance with ASTM B117-16, the chamber was kept at 35°C with
the pressure of 1 bar and concentration of 5% NaCl of the salty fog. Five replicates were tested for each
exposure time.
2.3.6. Global mechanical performance
The residual strength of the joints after exposure was evaluated using lap shear testing. The tests
were performed using a universal testing machine Zwick/Roell 1478 with a cross-head speed of 1.27 mm
min-1 at room temperature. Specimens with dimensions of 100 x 45 mm (2025 mm2 overlap area) were
tested, as depicted in Figure 2. The average residual shear strength of the joints was evaluated based on
five replicates.
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2.3.7. Corroded surface analysis
The top surface and the fracture surface of the joints were analyzed after the salt spray exposure
using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). Prior to the
examination, the surfaces were sputtered with gold. The images were taken using a voltage of 10 kV and
at a working distance of approximately 10 mm.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Corrosion development on the top surface of the joints
3.1.1. Process-related changes on microstructure and precipitation state of the aluminum part
Figure 5 presents the typical temperature evolution during the FSpJ process. During the FSpJ
process, the maximum temperature achieved was 375 ± 15 °C on the aluminum surface, which
corresponds to 75% of the incipient melting temperature of AA2024-T3 (502 °C). The combination of
such high temperatures and shear rates applied by the tool resulted in changes of the microstructure and
the precipitation state of the AA2024-T3.

Figure 5: Representative example of the temperature evolution on the aluminum surface during FSpJ for
the joining parameters used in this study.
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As previously reported [14], FSpJ generates three different microstructural zones in the metallic
part of the joints: stir zone (SZ), thermo-mechanically affected zone (TMAZ), and heat-affected zone
(HAZ), as indicated in Figure 6-A. In this study, the corrosion behavior of the joint is the main concern.
Hence, the surface of the joint is the region of interest. Considering the top surface of the joint, the TMAZ
corresponds to a limited area between SZ and HAZ. Therefore, only the latter two will be analyzed in
details in this section.
The combination of high temperatures (375 °C > 0.6Tm of AA2024-T3) and high shear rates
imposed by the rotating sleeve lead to the dynamic recrystallization of the AA2024-T3 in the SZ.
Therefore, fine grains are observed in this zone (Figure 6-C). One may also note that the coarse
intermetallic particles present in the base material (BM) were stirred and refined in the SZ (Figure 6-C).
In addition, the precipitation state of the alloy changes above 300 °C. The GPB zones are dissolved and
the S’(S) metastable phase is precipitated [35]. Nevertheless, as the process temperature increases further
(375 °C), the partial dissolution of S’(S) can increase the Cu content in the matrix and lead to a reprecipitation of GPB zones during cooling or at room temperature [35]. As a result, the fraction of GPB
and S’(S) phases are similar between SZ and BM (Figure 7). The combination of grain refinement and
precipitation sequence also results in similar hardness for SZ and BM (ca. 150 HV, Figure 8).
In contrast, no visible changes are observed in the microstructure in the HAZ. The shape and size
of the grains, as well as the presence of coarse intermetallic particles, are identical to the BM (Figure 6-D)
Nevertheless, the hardness of the HAZ is lower than that of the BM (ca. 128 HV, Figure 8). This decrease
in hardness is caused by the dissolution of fine GPB zones above 300 °C due to the FSpJ process. Figure
7 demonstrates a decrease of approximately 30% in the volume fraction of GPB zones in the HAZ in
comparison with BM and SZ. One also observes that the volume of coarse S’(S) precipitates is strongly
increased in the HAZ when compared to BM and SZ; an increase of approximately 700% (Figure 7). This
demonstrates that the temperature history in the HAZ during the FSpJ process was such that a significant
volume fraction of S’(S) precipitated after the GPB zones dissolution. Nevertheless, the re-precipitation
of GPB zones was not complete. This is consistent with other observations of the non-isothermal
precipitation kinetics of this alloy in other friction-based joining processes [35,36].
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Figure 6: (A) Typical top surface of friction spot joints showing the delimitations for the microstructural
zones. Microstructural details of (B) base material, (C) SZ, (D) HAZ.
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Figure 7: Volume fraction of GPB and S’(S) precipitates along a line across the friction spot joint
determined by SAXS.

Figure 8: Typical microhardness profile of the top surface of friction spot joints.
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3.1.2. Corrosion evolution at the top of the spot joint: Influence of the FSpJ process
Figure 9 presents the corrosion evolution on the top surface of the spot joint. It is possible to
notice that the corrosion process starts heterogeneously through the formation of pits (Figure 9-B). Figure
10-A shows two developed pits on the aluminum surface after one week of exposure. As the time of
exposure increases, the pits become deeper and start to connect themselves through a network of
intergranular corrosion paths (Figure 10-B). Thus, the corrosion evolves beneath the surface and causes
superficial exfoliation (black arrows in Figures 9-B to G). An overview of the exfoliation on the surface
after six weeks of exposure is given in Figure 10-D. This corrosion process has been reported in the
literature for AA2024-T3 [28–30], including its welds produced by other friction-based processes [40,41].
Additionally, one observes that the corrosion process does not evolve homogeneously on the top
surface of the joint. This is a result of the different microstructural zones created during the thermomechanical cycle imposed by the joining process. Figure 9 demonstrates that the corrosion evolves
rapidly at the HAZ, while the coupled region comprising TMAZ and SZ is barely attacked after six weeks
of exposure.
As discussed earlier, GPB zones are the predominant precipitates in the SZ, as indicated in
Figure 7. The GBP zones comprise fine precipitates, which are often distributed in the matrix of the alloy
instead of the grain boundaries [35]. During their precipitation, these zones decrease the Cu content in the
matrix and thereby reduce the matrix breakdown potential [42]. The lower content of Cu in the matrix
also decreases the differential potential between matrix and Cu-depletion zones formed around the grain
boundaries due to S’(S) precipitation [42]. Therefore, both pitting and intergranular attacks are not prone
in this zone.
In contrast, the HAZ presented coarse intermetallic particles and a high volume of S’(S) phase in
its microstructure (Figures 6 and 7). Coarse intermetallic particles and the S’(S) phase precipitation create
active sites, which are prone to self-corrosion in the beginning and rapidly converted to active local Cureach cathodes as a result of dealloying [43]. Therefore, the corrosion susceptibility of the HAZ is
increased in comparison with the SZ [44]. The S’(S) precipitates are often associated with the formation
of precipitate-free and Cu-depletion zones around the grain boundaries during their formation [44]. These
zones create a potential gradient at the region around the grain boundaries, consequently increasing the
susceptibility of intergranular corrosion [44]. Besides, macro-galvanic coupling may also potentialize the
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corrosion in the HAZ. BM and SZ display a similar profile of particles, presenting a lower volume
fraction of S’(S) than HAZ (Figure 7). Therefore, one expects that a macro-difference of potentials is
established when BM and SZ are coupled with the HAZ in a corrosive environment.

Figure 9: Top surface of the spot joint (A) as joined and after (B) one week, (C) two weeks, (D) three
weeks, (E) four weeks, (F) five weeks, and (G) six weeks of exposure.
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Figure 10: (A) Pits developed at the aluminum surface after one week of exposure (Region i from Figure
9-B). (B) Cross-sectional view of the connection between two pits after three weeks of exposure (Region
ii from Figure 9-D). (C) Detail from (B) showing intergranular corrosion of the aluminum part. (D)
Overview of exfoliation at the aluminum surface because of pitting and intergranular corrosion after six
weeks of exposure (Region iii from Figure 9-G).
3.2. Corrosion development at the interface of friction spot joints
3.2.1. Electrochemical characterization of the AA2024-T3/CF-PPS couple
The obtained potentiodynamic curves for both CF-PPS and AA2024-T3 are represented in
Figure 11-A. The scan window was reduced to focus mostly on the cathodic branch related to CF-PPS
and the anodic branch of AA2024-T3. Using the Tafel fitting procedure provided by the Gamry Echem
software, the Ecorr was estimated to be close to 0.15 V for CF-PPS and -0.57 V for AA2024-T3. This
result is expected and in accordance with the ASTM G82-98 galvanic series, which reports values from 0.4 to -1.0 V for aluminum alloys and +0.2 V for pure graphite [25]. These observations demonstrate the
anodic activity of the aluminum compared to that of the composite. Therefore, one expects that, when
16

electrically connected, the aluminum part of the joints would corrode while the composite part serves as a
cathode.

Figure 11: Potentiodynamic polarization curves of AA2024-T3 and CF-PPS.
Additionally, according to the mixed potential theory [25], the intersection between the cathodic
polarization curve of the CF-PPS and the anodic polarization curve of the AA2024-T3 allows the
deduction of the potential and current of the galvanic couple AA2024-T3/CF-PPS used in this work. Such
properties were found to be Ecouple = -0.52 V and Icouple = 19 µA/cm2 (Figure 11). Pan et al. [27] reported
Icouple = 56 µA/cm2 for the AZ31/CF-epoxy couple. In another study, Mandel et al. [19] investigated the
corrosion behavior of self-pierced hybrid joints. In that case, the authors measured an Icouple = 170 µA/cm2
for AA6060-T6/CF-epoxy. In both studies, the measured corrosion currents were significantly higher than
those measured for the couple AA2024-T3/CF-PPS in this work. It indicates a higher galvanic corrosion
resistance of AA2024-T3/CF-PPS compared to AZ31/CF-epoxy [27] and AA6060-T6/CF-epoxy [19].
3.2.2. Corrosion evolution at the interface of the friction spot joint: The role of the bonding zones
Figure 12 shows the residual strength, while Figure 13 presents the fracture surfaces of the joints
after the salt spray exposure. One observes that strength degradation occurred at different paces during
the six weeks of exposure to the salt spray. The development of the corrosion on the interface of the joints
was divided into four stages.
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Figure 12: The residual strength of friction spot joints after the salt spray. Stage I: PPS water absorption
and protection by AZ. Stage II: Transposition of AZ. Stage III: Corrosion inside PDZ. Stage IV: Final
degradation of the joint.
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Figure 13: (A) Typical fracture surface of friction spot joints without exposure, the bonding zones are
delimited by the dashed ellipses. Fracture surfaces after (B) one week, (C) two weeks, (D) three weeks,
(E) four weeks, (F) five weeks, and (G) six weeks of the salt spray exposure.
Stage I comprised the first two weeks of exposure. At this early stage, a decrease of -24 % in the
ultimate lap shear force (ULSF) of the joints was observed (no exposure: 3619 ± 132 N; 2 weeks: 2750 ±
19

229 N, Figure 12). The fracture surface analysis demonstrated that, at this exposure time, there was no
sign of corrosion inside the bonding area of the joint. Figure 14-B shows a typical sandblasted aluminum
surface close to the polymeric layer inside the PDZ. Nevertheless, the aluminum surface is severely
corroded outside the bonding area as a result of self-corrosion and the galvanic coupling with CF-PPS
(Figure 14-C). It is possible to note the oxide shape of the aluminum surface around the layer of the
reconsolidated polymer right outside AZ (Figure 14-C). These observations demonstrate that the layer of
the reconsolidated polymer in the AZ protected the core of the joint from being corroded. In this case,
since no corrosion was observed inside the bonding area, the decrease in strength of the joints is attributed
to the degradation of the mechanical properties of the composite part. CF-PPS can absorb water and NaCl
ions. This phenomenon has been observed in several studies in the literature [45–47]. Batista et al. [45]
observed plasticization effects in CF-PPS after the salt spray exposure due to water absorption. Decreases
in Tg and increases in dumping were among the main plasticization effects. The NaCl migration in the
composite also reduced the stiffness of the composite due to the degradation of the fiber-matrix interface
[45]. Besides the deterioration of the mechanical properties of the composite, the water absorption and
NaCl intake can also induce swelling of the polymeric part, resulting in interface decoupling [48].
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Figure 14: (A) Fracture surface of a friction spot joint after one week of salt spray exposure (Stage I). (B)
Detail showing no sign of corrosion inside the PDZ. (C) Detail showing the oxidized surface of the
aluminum outside the bonding zone after corrosion.
Stage II was characterized by the arresting of the strength degradation of the joints. From the
second until the fourth week of exposure, the strength of the joints decreased by only 4% (Figure 12).
During this stage, the reduction in strength reached -28 % (2605 ± 193 N) after four weeks of exposure.
In this stage, the fracture surface analysis demonstrated that the corrosion process started to degrade the
bonding area of the joints. The high temperature at the aluminum surface, combined with the pressure
applied during the FSpJ process, promotes the adhesion of the molten layer of polymer and the aluminum
surface [13]. Therefore, the reconsolidated polymer layer is typically strongly attached to the aluminum
surface after the failure of the joints (as seen in Figure 13). However, the white arrow in Figure 15-A
shows a fragment of the polymer layer that remained attached to the composite part after the failure of the
joint. It indicates a weakening of the aluminum-polymer layer interface in that region as a result of the
progress of the aluminum corrosion underneath the layer of polymer in the AZ. Figure 15-B exhibits signs
of aluminum corrosion in the area from where the polymer layer was removed in the AZ. Nevertheless,
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no corrosion morphologies were identified in the PDZ of the joints (Figure 15-C). These observations
suggest that the slower strength degradation in this stage is a result of two phenomena: water and NaCl
saturation of the composite, and delay of the corrosion process by the presence of the polymeric layer in
the AZ. The polymer layer in the AZ acts as a barrier to be transposed by the corrosion process, since the
layer of PPS functions as a protective coating well-adhered to the aluminum surface.

Figure 15: (A) Fracture surface of a friction spot joint after three weeks of salt spray exposure (Stage II);
the white arrow indicates a fragment of the polymer layer that remained attached to the composite surface
after the failure of the joint. (B) Detail showing corrosion morphologies in the area from where the
polymer layer was removed at AZ. (C) Detail showing a typical sandblasted aluminum surface in the
PDZ; no corroded sites.
Stage III corresponds to the final weeks of this study, the fifth and the sixth weeks. In this stage,
the strength of the joints degraded rapidly, reaching a reduction of -44 % (2388 ± 741 N) of the initial
ULSF after six weeks of exposure. The fracture surface analysis demonstrated that the barrier imposed by
the AZ to the corrosion process was transposed in this stage. The white arrow in Figure 16-A indicates
that, close to the edge of the aluminum part, the AZ is completely detached from the aluminum surface. In
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this area, one observes the nuances of the corrosion process at the interface of the joints due to the
presence of the polymer layer in the AZ. Figure 16-B shows the transition between the new corroded
surface formed after the AZ barrier was transposed (i), and the corroded surface that was previously under
the PPS layer (ii). It is noted that the corrosion process in region (ii) is more advanced than that in region
(i). A flake-like surface is found in region i (Figure 16-B). This type of surface is usually found in initial
stages of corrosion [49]. In contrast, region (ii) displays an oxide-like surface showing the further
development of the corrosion process in this area. Additionally, Figure 17 presents the EDS analysis of
regions (i) and (ii). One observes that Al and O were identified as the main elements in the corrosion
product of region (i). It indicates that aluminum oxide/hydroxide is majorly formed in that region due to
the corrosion process [49]. For region ii, a strong peak of Cu is observed, in addition to Al and O. The
presence of Cu in the corrosion product demonstrates the de-alloying of the aluminum, indicating severer
corrosion in this region [37]. These observations indicate that the presence of the polymer layer in the AZ
postponed the corrosion development inside the PDZ. As discussed earlier, the polymer layer works as a
barrier to the corrosion process by acting as a protective coating at the aluminum surface. Nevertheless,
since the corrosion slowly advances underneath the polymer layer, a weak layer of oxides is formed at the
aluminum-PPS layer interface. Consequently, the polymeric layer detaches from the aluminum surface
and the corrosion advances freely to the PDZ.
Thus, corrosion sites were identified inside PDZ after six weeks of exposure (Figures 16-D and
E). One observes that such regions present flake-like surface, indicating an early stage of corrosion [49].
Besides, the corrosion does not widely spread in the PDZ. It is possible to observe non-corroded areas in
Figure 16-E. Therefore, it is believed that Stage IV would comprise the generalized corrosion in the PDZ,
leading to the presumptive final degradation of the strength of the joints.
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Figure 16: (A) Fracture surface of a friction spot joint after six weeks of salt spray exposure (Stage III);
the white arrow indicates a fragment of the polymer layer that remained attached to the composite surface
after the failure of the joint. (B) Detail showing different corroded areas due to the presence of the PPS
layer at AZ. (C) Detail showing Region ii from Figure 16-B. (D) and (E) the white arrows show initial
stages of corrosion inside PDZ.
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Figure 17: EDS analysis of the aluminum surface in (A) Region i and (B) Region ii from Figure 16-B.
It is worth noting that no sign of corrosive damage was found on the composite surface at any
stage. This observation is as expected, given the higher anodic activity of AA2024-T3 in comparison with
CF-PPS, as previously discussed in Section 3.2.1 (Figure 11).
4. Conclusions
The corrosion behavior of metal–composite friction spot joints was investigated using salt spray
exposure. Regarding the top surface of the joints, the aluminum part corroded preferentially in the HAZ.
It was demonstrated that BM and SZ displayed a similar profile of particles, presenting a lower volume
fraction of S’(S) phase than the HAZ. The higher fraction of S’(S) and coarse intermetallic particles in the
HAZ increased the anodic activity in this zone. The coarse intermetallic particles lead to pitting corrosion
(high self-corrosion potential), while the S’(S) precipitates are associated with intergranular corrosion
(formation of precipitate-free and Cu-depletion zones around the grain boundaries). The macro-galvanic
coupling between the BM, HAZ, and SZ may also potentialize the corrosion in the HAZ.
In addition, the corrosion development at the interface of the joints was evaluated. Four stages
were identified and correlated with the global strength degradation of the joints:
•

Stage I: Fast strength degradation of the joints (0% to -24% of ULSF). No corrosion was
observed in the bonding area of the joints. Water absorption and NaCl migration into the
composite caused plasticization and consequent deterioration of its mechanical properties.
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•

Stage II: slow strength degradation of the joints (-24% to -28% of ULSF). The slower strength
degradation in this stage is a result of two phenomena: Water and NaCl saturation of the
composite, and protection of the PDZ by the presence of the PPS layer in the AZ. The polymer
layer acted as a protective coating well-adhered at the aluminum surface.

•

Stage III: Fast strength degradation of the joints (-28% to -44% of ULSF). The development of
corrosion underneath the PPS layer created a weak layer of oxides at the aluminum-PPS layer
interface. Consequently, the polymeric layer detached from the aluminum surface and the
corrosion advanced into the PDZ.

•

Stage IV: Generalized corrosion in the PDZ and the final strength degradation of the joint.
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